It is well documented that emotionally arousing experiences are better remembered than mundane events. This is thought to occur through hippocampus-amygdala crosstalk during encoding, consolidation, and retrieval. Here we investigated whether emotional events (context) also cause a memory benefit for simultaneously encoded non-arousing contents and whether this effect persists after a delay via recruitment of a similar hippocampus-amygdala network. Participants studied neutral pictures (content) encoded together with either an arousing or a neutral sound (that served as context) in two study sessions three days apart. Memory was tested in a functional magnetic resonance scanner directly after the second study session. Pictures recognised with high confidence were more often thought to have been associated with an arousing than with a neutral context, irrespective of the veridical source memory. If the retrieved context was arousing, an area in the hippocampus adjacent to the amygdala exhibited heightened activation and this area increased functional connectivity with the parahippocampal gyrus, an area known to process pictures of scenes. These findings suggest that memories can be shaped by the retrieval act. Memory structures may be recruited to a higher degree when an arousing context is retrieved, and this may give rise to confident judgments of recognition for neutral pictures even after a delay. 
Introduction
Memories for emotional or arousing events are remembered well and are often highly vivid even long after their occurrence (for reviews : Cahill and McGaugh, 1998; Christianson, 1992; Kensinger and Corkin, 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Phelps, 2006) . The hippocampus is a critical brain structure for encoding and retrieval of newly learned information (Alvarez and Squire, 1994; Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Squire, 1992) . The amygdala is considered to up-regulate hippocampal processing during encoding, consolidation (McGaugh, 2006; Richardson et al., 2004) , and retrieval (Dolcos et al., 2005; Ritchey et al., 2008; Sharot et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2004; Sterpenich et al., 2009) leading to enhanced memory for arousing events (LaBar and Phelps, 1998) . However, the neural mechanisms via which emotion contributes to enhanced memory retrieval are unclear as they are difficult to isolate. First, emotional retrieval cues can inherently evoke online processing of sensory information that in turn evokes emotional responses and can influence retrieval. Second, mnemonic mechanisms may reinstate an emotional experience that occurred during encoding and influence retrieval. One way to isolate the neural mechanisms underlying the retrieval of emotion from perception evoked responses is to use neutral cues that have been associated with emotional context during encoding to test the emotional memory.
Memories for neutral content can be influenced by an arousing context at encoding. For instance, emotional context, such as emotional background pictures and emotional context sentences, can positively influence the recognition of neutral pictures/words embedded in these emotional contexts when tested in short succession (Maratos and Rugg, 2001; Smith et al., 2004) . These studies also investigated the neural responses at retrieval shortly after encoding. They observed heightened involvement of the hippocampus and amygdala for retrieval of neutral contents embedded in emotional contexts, which is suggestive of enhanced memory and emotion processing at the time of retrieval for neutral items arising from their study history. For a longer delay, memory persistence for neutral items encoded under a threat of shock has been shown (Dunsmoor et al., 2014; Dunsmoor et al., 2015) , but less is known about the neural responses at the time of delayed retrieval.
Retrieved memories are not always veridical. Memories of emotionally arousing events are often vivid, detailed and accompanied by a high feeling of confidence, despite potential inaccuracy (Neisser and Harsch, 1992; Talarico and Rubin, 2003) . Thus, if a retrieved memory is thought to have been encoded in an arousing context, this may enhance the subjective confidence for the retrieved memory, even though this may not result from a proper reconstruction of the past event. The hippocampus has been reported to show more activity when the retrieved memory is accompanied by a feeling of recollection compared to a feeling of familiarity Weis et al., 2004) .
Moreover, item-emotion binding via the amygdala has been suggested to be the key for persistence of emotional memories (Yonelinas and Ritchey, 2015) . This raises the question whether hippocampal and amygdala involvement at retrieval may be influenced by the retrieved emotional association independent of veridical accuracy.
In the current study, we asked whether an arousing context at encoding influences the retrieval of memory for associated neutral content, and whether this potential influence changes as a function of time. Furthermore, we asked whether the memory of neutral content is modulated by the encoded and retrieved context. To address these questions, participants studied two sets of neutral pictures (content) experienced together with either an unpleasant arousing or a neutral non-arousing sound (context) at two occasions three days apart. To observe neural correlates of retrieval and the possible changes with time, we tested recognition memory for the pictures (content memory) and cued-recall of the associated sounds (context memory) for both recently (same day) and remotely (three days earlier) studied stimulus sets. Neural responses were recorded using functional magnetic resonance imaging during the retrieval session. We predicted enhanced memory for neutral content encoded within an arousing context over a non-arousing context, and possible influences of the encoded and retrieved context on the neural mechanisms associated with retrieval of neutral content.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-four healthy, right-handed, male participants (M = 22.1 years, SD = 2.8, range: 18-28 years) with no neurological or psychiatric history were recruited from the university campus in Nijmegen.
We restricted our participant population to males to avoid potential gender lateralisation (Cahill, 2010) and possible effects of the menstrual cycle in women (Toffoletto et al., 2014) . All participants provided written informed consent and were compensated with either money or study credits. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee (CMO Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands). Due to too few trials (less than 5) in one or more of the critical conditions of interest, data of four participants were excluded from the fMRI analyses.
Procedure
Day 1: Remote memory encoding and sound rating
Upon arrival, participants were given an overview of the experiment. Next, participants intentionally encoded a set of picture-sound associations. The neutral pictures were delivered together with either an unpleasant arousing or a neutral non-arousing sound by a computer in a sound attenuated room.
Participants were instructed to remember the picture-sound associations and were explicitly told that their memory would be tested later on Day 1 and again on Day 4. The sounds were presented through a headphone and the volume was adjusted individually to a comfortable volume level for each participant. Twenty pictures of landscapes with-and 20 without buildings were paired with one of 10 unpleasant arousing sounds (resulting in each sound being associated to four different pictures), and another 20 pictures with-and 20 without buildings were paired with one of 10 neutral non-arousing sounds, making a total of 80 picture-sound pairs for the Day 1 encoding session (see stimuli below).
Prior to the encoding session, a practice session of 6 trials was given to acquaint the participant with the task using additional stimuli not used in the actual experiment.
The encoding session consisted of two runs and each pair appeared once in each run ( Figure   1A and B). For every trial, after an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 1 s, a picture appeared on screen for 3 s, of which the last 1 s overlapped with the sound stimulus, similar to what is done in delay conditioning paradigms (Knight et al., 2004) . At the offset of the sound, participants were prompted to provide a response within a time limit of 2 s. During the first run, participants were asked to indicate whether the picture included a building (yes=left control key, no=right control key), and during the second run, they were asked to rate whether the sound was arousing or not (yes=left, no=right). The response to this question during the second run was used to categorise Encoded context as either Arousing or Neutral. To avoid rapid switching from arousing to neutral context, the trials were presented in a pseudo-random order such that three to five trials with the same sound category (Arousing/Neutral) were blocked together. Between blocks, an extra inter-block interval of 4 s was inserted. There was a break of 5 min between the first and the second run. We opted to have two encoding sessions to reinforce learning of the picture-sound pairs to ensure memory retention after a 72 hour delay.
Furthermore, by probing the orientation question to both the picture (building/landscape) and the sound (arousing/neutral), we hoped that participants would pay attention to both the visual and the auditory information of the studied material.
In order to validate whether our choice of sound context was according to the experimental manipulation, participants rated each sound presented during the encoding session again during the sound rating session, but this time on two dimensions in two runs. In the first run, participants rated on 6-point Likert scales the pleasantness of the sounds (1=pleasant, 6=unpleasant), and in the second run the arousal level of the sounds (1=calm, 6=arousing). Participants responded at their own pace during this session.
Day 4: Recent memory encoding, sound rating, and retrieval test
Three days after the remote memory encoding session, participants returned to the laboratory for a recent encoding session following the same routine as on Day 1. First, subjects studied a second set of 80 novel picture-sound associations (different pictures from the remote set, but the same sounds as the remote set). Next, they rated the sounds again identical to the procedure on Day 1.
After a 15-minute break, subjects entered the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner for a recognition test ( Figure 1C ). All pictures from the remote (N = 80, encoded on Day 1) and recent sets (N = 80, encoded on Day 4), and another set of pictures (new, N = 80) were presented once each in random order. Each trial started with a picture appearing on the screen for 2 s. To assess content memory, participants were prompted to indicate via a button press whether they thought the picture was old (studied in one of the encoding sessions) or new (not studied before), each with three confidence levels (very sure, sure, unsure), providing six response options in total. In case participants indicated the picture to be old (independent of the confidence level), the context memory was probed with a second question asking whether they thought the picture was paired with an arousing or neutral sound at encoding, also on a three-level confidence scale. Each trial was separated by a jittered ITI of 3 to 7 s during which a white fixation cross on a grey background was shown on the screen. Twenty 'null events' consisting of the same white fixation cross as the ITI presented for 10 s were randomly interspersed between the trials, to serve as a baseline condition. The retrieval session started with two filler trials, followed by the experimental trials.
Following the retrieval task, subjects performed a localiser task inside the MRI scanner.
Participants were presented with a sequential series of pictures presented in blocks. The pictures consisted of 60 landscapes, 60 faces, and 60 scrambled pictures, not included in the memory task.
Each block consisted of 10 pictures from one category. Every picture was presented for 1 s with an ITI of 500 ms. Within a block, two of the ten pictures repeated on a subsequent trial and the participants were instructed to press a button whenever a presented picture was identical to the one before. A 10 s interval during which a fixation cross was shown in the center of the screen separated each block. Lastly, a structural scan was acquired.
Stimuli
Visual stimuli
A pool of 368 photos of landscapes was rated by four independent raters on arousal, distinctiveness, and expected memorability. The 240 most neutral pictures were chosen for the stimulus set, and their luminance was adjusted to have a similar overall luminance across images using in-house software (Matlab 2009b; MathWorks) . Pictures were divided into three sets of 80 (40 with buildings and 40 without buildings in each set), which were matched on stimulus complexity and balanced for types of content, and assigned to the remote, recent, or new condition. The assignment of the sets to the conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. An additional 14 neutral landscape photographs were used either during practice sessions or as filler trials in the scanner, but were not considered in the analyses.
Auditory stimuli
Twenty sounds were selected from the International Affective Digitized Sounds (IADS-2; Bradley and Lang, 2007) . Based on the IADS ratings, 10 unpleasant arousing sounds (Arousing), and 10 neutral non-arousing sounds (Neutral) were selected (on a 9 point Likert scale with low values indicating non-arousing/unpleasantness: M ± SD Arousing: arousal (rated by males) 7.33 ± 0.47, valence 2.55 ± 0.52, Neutral: arousal 4.04 ± 0.52, valence 5.27 ± 0.56). The stimuli included animal, human, natural, and artificial sounds and the number of sound stimuli in these categories was matched in the Neutral and Arousing set. All 20 sound stimuli were six seconds in length. Two arousing sounds and five neutral sounds, not included in the above sets, were used for the practice sessions.
Sound volume was normalised using Normalize 0.7.7 (http://normalize.nongnu.org).
MRI acquisition and data analyses
MRI data were acquired with a 1.5T Siemens Avanto MR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with an 8 channel head coil. For functional scans, T2*-weighted images covering the whole brain were acquired using an echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI, 31 axial slices, ascending slice Image pre-processing and analyses were performed using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). The first five functional volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration, and the remaining images were realigned to the mean volume. The subject-mean functional image was co-registered with the corresponding structural MRI. After the images were slice time corrected to the 16 th slice, both functional and structural scans were spatially normalised to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1 template, resampled into 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 voxels, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum.
To avoid brain activity related to uncertainty, which might include activity unrelated to memory retrieval, we selected only trials with high confidence (very sure old responses) for correct picture recognition (hit trials). We included only very sure hit trials also because prior research has
shown that emotion has a larger impact on memory for items recalled with high confidence or with more vividness (e.g., Dolcos et al., 2005; Talarico et al., 2004) . Trials were assigned to the Neutral or Arousing Encoded context condition based on each individual's subjective judgments to the sounds during the second run of the encoding session as either arousing or neutral.
Statistical analyses were performed within the framework of the general linear model (GLM: Friston et al., 1995) . Two separate models were constructed for observing brain activity during For both models, the 10 explanatory variables, one for each condition, were included in the model. These explanatory variables were temporally convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and its temporal derivative. Each picture onset was modeled by a stick function. The duration of null events was set to 10 s. Both of the design matrices included the six head motion regressors (three translations, three rotations). A high pass filter was implemented using a cutoff period of 128 s to remove low-frequency effects from the time series. For statistical analysis, relevant contrast parameter images were generated for each participant and subsequently subjected to second-level analyses (Penny et al., 2003) treating participants as a random variable.
Contrasts for each of the four hit conditions against the baseline condition (null events) for each participant was subjected to a second level analysis in the factorial design. Furthermore, the four hit against correct rejection contrasts were also tested in the factorial design for the first model.
Results of all second level analyses were initially thresholded at p < .001 (voxel-level uncorrected).
For the whole-brain search, further cluster-size statistics were used as the test statistics, applying a threshold of p FWE < .05, family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons (Hayasaka and Nichols, 2003) . The local maxima of significant clusters are reported in MNI coordinates. As we were interested specifically in the involvement of the hippocampus and the amygdala, for specific contrasts of interest, we applied a small volume correction (SVC) on the region of interest (ROI) using an anatomical mask including the bilateral the hippocampi and the amygdalae or when the hippocampus was the main region of interest, an anatomical mask of bilateral hippocampi, according to the AAL template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) provided by WFU PickAtlas software (Maldjian et al., 2003) .
For these contrasts, an initial voxel level threshold of p < .001 and a cluster-size statistics p FWE < .05
within the ROI was applied.
For functional connectivity analysis, we were interested in knowing which brain areas coactivated when cued with the picture stimulus. Since all memory retrieval trials were prompted with landscape pictures, we first created a bilateral ROI in a part of the parahippocampal gyrus, an area known to be involved in processing of scenes (Epstein et al., 1999) , that was active when observing landscape photos during the localiser task. A conjunction of anatomical parahippocampal gyrus defined by the AAL template (Maldjian et al., 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and the functional activation map on the group level for the contrast landscape > faces of the localiser task mentioned below served as the seed ROI used for psycho-physiological interaction analyses (PPI). For every participant, PPI were run for two models. The first model contrasted two categories of psychological factors: 1) Remote against Recent for all very sure hit trials, and 2) Encoded context Arousing against Neutral for both the Remote and Recent trials pooled. The second model contrasted two categories as well: 1) Encoded context Arousing (E-Arousing) against Neutral (E-Neutral) for retrieved contexts pooled (R-Arousing + R-Neutral), and 2) context retrieved as Arousing (R-Arousing) against Neutral (R-Neutral) for both encoded contexts pooled (E-Arousing + E-Neutral). For each model, two contrast images per participant, one for each category of contrast, were then subjected to second level one sample t-tests.
The localiser tasks was modeled with box-car functions with landscapes, faces, and scrambles as conditions of interest, and the contrast between landscapes and faces for each participant was subjected to the second-level one sample t-test. Voxel level p FWE < .05 was applied as statistical threshold for this comparison. Significant clusters within the bilateral parahippocampal gyri defined by the AAL template were taken as parahippocampal seed ROI for PPI analysis described above.
Results
Sound context manipulations
Sound rating
Participants' ratings of arousal level of the sounds (six-point Likert scales, 1=calm, 6=arousing) during sound rating confirmed our emotional context manipulation (arousing sounds: M ± SD 5.2 ± 1.0; neutral sounds: M ± SD 2.5 ± 1.2). Ratings were in concordance with previous reports (Bradley and Lang (2007)), and did not differ between the recent and remote sessions (F (1,23) = 0.156, p = .696, η 2 = .007, arousing: t (23) = 0.584, p = .565, neutral: t (23) = 0.128, p = .899).
Context rating at encoding
Participants' responses to the sound question during the picture-sound encoding sessions were also in showing that participants responded to an equal number of contexts as being either arousing or neutral in both sessions ( Table 1 ), indicating that there was no overall response bias at encoding.
Possible response bias of context as arousing or neutral at retrieval
To test whether there was a response bias towards endorsing the sound context to being either arousing or neutral at retrieval, the number of responses to the sound question given as arousing or neutral were compared. When all trials were included, there was no significant difference between the number of responses as being arousing or neutral (M ± SE: R-Arousing 74.9 ± 4.6, R-Neutral 64.0 ± 4.4, t (23) = 1.66, p = .111). However, when only trials whose picture was responded as definitely old were tested (including the false alarm trials), there were more arousing responses than neutral responses (M ± SE: Arousing 51.5 ± 4.7, Neutral 40.0 ± 4.1, t (23) = 2.23, p = .04).
Content (picture) memory performance (Encoded context × Time)
First we were interested in the effect of the context at encoding (E-Arousing/E-Neural) after a short or long delay (Recent/Remote) on memory performance for neutral content (pictures) and the neural responses during recognition of the pictures.
Behavioural results
The behavioural performance scores during the recognition test can be found in Table 1 and Figure   2A . Prior research has shown that emotional effect on memory is most prominent for the items that are recognised with high confidence or recalled vividly (e.g., Dolcos et al., 2005; Talarico et al., 2004 ). 
Brain activation pattern
To investigate the neural responses to recognition of neutral content (pictures) influenced by the context at encoding (E-Arousing/E-Neural) after a short and long delay (Recent/Remote), we Table 3 ). We did not observe a main effect of Time nor did we find significant clusters for an interaction effect. The pattern did not change when we used the hit > correct rejection contrasts for all conditions for each of the comparisons mentioned above, except for one structure in the left precuneus that became significant for the contrast Recent > Remote (local maximum [-6 -70 40] , cluster size 233, voxels, p = .025). To increase confidence in our findings, we also compared the pattern of activation when correctly responded "sure" picture hit items were included in the above contrasts. This also yielded a similar pattern of results, albeit less number of significant voxels in each cluster. Similar to the hits > correct rejection comparison, a significant cluster in the bilateral precuneus was observed for the main effect of Time (Recent > Remote; local maxima [8 -68 38] [-6 -72 38], cluster size 676, voxels, p < .001).
Functional connectivity with the scene picture processing area in the parahippocampal gyrus
Although we did not find a main effect of Time or an interaction effect in the activation pattern, systems consolidation has been observed to involve changes in functional connectivity between brain regions (Takashima, 2009). We therefore asked if the effect of Time could be captured by changes in functional connectivity. The trials were always probed with a picture of a scene. We thus investigated whether areas differently co-activated with the scene processing area in the parahippocampal seed region, defined using the functional cluster from the localiser task, for different conditions.
We were specifically interested to see if there was a change in the involvement of the hippocampus. The Recent > Remote contrast showed a trend for the connectivity with the left midhippocampus (local maximum [-32 -22 -16] , cluster size 13 voxels, p SVC-hippocampus = .088, Figure 4A) when analysis was restricted to the bilateral hippocampal ROI. This trend appears to show that the functional connectivity between the parahippocampal seed region and the hippocampus decreased with time. A comparison between Encoding contexts, E-Arousing versus E-Neutral, did not show any significant effects.
Effect of context memory on content memory performance (Encoded context× Retrieved context)
Second, we investigated whether retrieved memory of neutral content (picture) is modulated by the context (sound) both at encoding and at retrieval.
Behavioural results
To test the influence of context both at encoding and retrieval, we re-categorised the conditions with two factors: Encoded context (E-Arousing/E-Neutral), and Retrieved context (R-Arousing/R-Neutral).
Again, we only took into account the trials whose pictures were responded to as "old" with high confidence (Table 2, Figure 2B ). The performance score was calculated as the proportion of trials at test (R-Arousing, R-Neutral) relative to the number of trials at encoding separately for the two 
Brain activation pattern
To probe differences in neural activity related to context at encoding and at retrieval, we tested the activation pattern difference with two factors: Encoded context (E-arousing/E-neutral), and Retrieved context (R-arousing/R-neutral). Similar to the behavioural data comparison, the trials were categorised according to the participants' response to the context memory (sound) at encoding and at retrieval, resulting in the following conditions for all pictures remembered with high confidence: 1) EArousing and R-Arousing, 2) E-Arousing but R-Neutral, 3) E-Neutral and R-Neutral, and 4) ENeutral but R-Arousing.
We found a main effect of Encoded context in the left precuneus (cluster size 399 voxels, local maximum [-14 -46 58]) exhibiting greater responses when the context at encoding had been arousing compared to neutral (contrast E-Arousing (R-Arousing + R-Neutral) > E-Neutral (RArousing + R-Neutral)). The reverse contrast (E-Neutral (R-Arousing + R-Neutral) > E-Arousing (RArousing + R-Neutral)) did not show any significant clusters.
A main effect of Retrieved context revealed that when participants indicated that the context had been arousing compared to neutral at retrieval, regardless of the veridical encoding context (R- 
Functional connectivity with the scene picture processing area in the parahippocampal gyrus
Next we asked whether retrieving an arousing context versus a neutral context affected functional connectivity patterns with the parahippocampal region that was involved in processing scene information, i.e. a region critical to processing the neutral content in our memory task. Compared to retrieving a neutral context, when participants retrieved an arousing context, we observed greater functional connectivity between the parahippocampal ROI and the bilateral anterior hippocampus extending to the amygdala, and between the parahippocampal ROI and various neocortical areas ( Figure 4B , Table 4 ). The reverse contrast (R-neutral > R-arousing) showed no significant clusters.
Discussion
Here we aimed to study both the behavioural and neural consequences of 1) an arousing context at encoding on neutral content memory observed during a retrieval test that may change as a function of study-test delay, and 2) whether there is an influence of retrieved context on recognition memory of neutral content. We predicted that an arousing context at encoding as compared to a neutral context would enhance content memory. Furthermore, we expected the hippocampus involvement at retrieval to decrease over time for content with a neutrally encoded context, but less so if the encoded context had been arousing. As for the influence of the retrieved context, we did not have a clear prediction as prior research have not focused on the emotional memory enhancement related to retrieved context.
Our behavioural results showed that even though the overall memory decreased over time, there was a trend for pictures encoded under arousing contexts to be remembered better. This pattern did not change as a function of time. The relationship between retrieved context and content memory revealed that participants were more likely to think the encoded context had been arousing for confidently remembered pictures, irrespective of the veridical encoded context. The overall number of responses to the sound question as being arousing or neutral was not significantly different. Thus, this effect was not driven by a response bias to the context question at retrieval. This identifies a relationship between content memory performance and the subjective emotional experience at the time of retrieval.
Our imaging results revealed that the enhancement of memory by an arousing context at encoding was accompanied by increased hippocampal responses at retrieval, and that the comparison between remote and recent retrieval showed a trend towards a decrease in functional connectivity between the scene processing area (the parahippocampal gyrus) and the mid-hippocampus with time, whereas we did not find evidence for a change in net hippocampal activation levels between recently and remotely encoded items. Just as in the behavioural data, retrieved context had an impact on the neural pattern at retrieval. More specifically, if subjects thought the context had been arousing, greater activation in the anterior hippocampus and increased functional connectivity between the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus were detected.
Memory enhancement by emotional context
Behaviourally, we only observed a trend in the emotional context enhancement. Although enhancement of emotional memories is established behaviourally with possible neural mechanistic explanations (reviewed in e.g., Dolcos and Denkova, 2014; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; McGaugh, 2004; Phelps, 2006) , there have been some discussions regarding the modulatory effect of emotional content/context on memory performance for associative/relative memories. Some studies show enhancement whereas others show impairment or no effect (reviewed in: Chiu et al., 2013; Mather and Sutherland, 2011) . The review by Mather and Sutherland (Mather and Sutherland, 2011) suggests that memory is enhanced if the emotional part of the encoded material draws attention to the features that are tested later on. Chiu and colleagues propose that memory enhancement is observed when the memory content is fused or unitised with the emotional aspect of the experience (Chiu et al., 2013) . In contrast, if the emotional aspect does not guide attention to, or if the emotionality is not fused with the representation to be tested, impairment is often reported. We tried to avoid an attentional bias to either the picture or the sound by having two rounds of encoding, once with the attention allocated to the non-emotional visual content, and again to the emotional aspect, that is, the sound information.
Furthermore, we instructed the participants that both sound and picture information would be important for the memory test later. Even though the manipulation to associate arousing context to the neutral memory representations by instructing participants that remembering the picture-sound association is important for this experiment, the emotional enhancement effect was modest probably because the sound context was only mildly arousing. Deep encoding instruction in this study furthermore tampered the possible emotional memory enhancement effect, as this effect is known to be stronger under shallow than deep encoding situations (e.g., Strange et al., 2003) . Despite these factors such as relatively mild aversive experience, deep encoding, habituation due to repetition, that might work against the enhancement effect of emotion on memory, our results are nonetheless in line with prior studies showing the emotional enhancement effect. On the neural level, we observed increased responses for pictures encoded under an arousing context in the mid-hippocampus, an area that is central to memory encoding and retrieval. Since our behavioural effect was modest, results should be interpreted with caution. Regardless, our results extend previous research that suggests the amygdala to up-regulate hippocampal processing during encoding, consolidation (McGaugh, 2006; Richardson et al., 2004) , and retrieval (Dolcos et al., 2005; Ritchey et al., 2008; Sharot et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2004; Sterpenich et al., 2009 ) by indicating that arousing encoding contexts can result in increased hippocampal involvement at the time of retrieval.
The focus of our study was on the "arousal" rather than the "valence" axis of emotional context because the amygdala is known to react on salient information, thus more for arousing than non-arousing stimuli, which could be both positive and negative in valence (Bradley et al., 1992; McGaugh, 2013) . For this reason, we also asked the participants whether they thought the sounds were "arousing" or not, rather than "pleasant/unpleasant" throughout the encoding and test phases.
For stimulus selection limitations and to reduce possible confounding effects of valence, the sounds that we chose to be arousing were also unpleasant at the same time. However, it is also interesting to observe differential effect of valence (positive versus negative) in future studies (cf., Beyeler et al., 2016; Bradley et al., 1992) .
Effects of retrieved context on neutral content memory
The participants were more likely to attribute the associated sound context as arousing if the picture memory was remembered with high confidence. This finding cannot be explained by a response bias at retrieval, as the overall number of responses to the sound question as being arousing or neutral was not significantly different.
When we compared the brain activation pattern according to the retrieved context, we observed that the increased engagement of the hippocampus at the time of retrieval was not merely reflecting the veridical re-instantiation of the encoded context. Specifically, when participants were highly confident about remembering the neutral content (picture), they were more likely to think that the encoded context (sound) had been arousing, and when participants thought the encoded context had been arousing (R-arousing) we observed greater anterior hippocampal responses and a stronger functional connectivity between the parahippocampal gyrus and the hippocampus close to the junction with the amygdala. These results point to greater involvement of the hippocampus when the retrieved context was arousing irrespective of the actual encoded context. Memories of emotionally arousing events are often vivid, detailed, accompanied by a high feeling of confidence (Kensinger et al., 2011; Sharot et al., 2004; Sharot et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2013) , despite potential inaccuracy (Neisser and Harsch, 1992; Talarico and Rubin, 2003) , and are associated with increased hippocampal involvement (for reviews : Cahill and McGaugh, 1998; Christianson, 1992; Kensinger and Corkin, 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Phelps, 2006) . Our results question cause-and-effect, and suggest that if one feels confident about memory retrieval one often assumes the experience must have been arousing. The neural data seem to be in favour of the interpretation that the anterior hippocampal activation increase was due to the emotional aspect of the memory that was retrieved, rather than due to the richness of the retrieved memory. We found differential hippocampal involvement for pictures remembered with confidence depending on whether the associated sound context was retrieved as arousing or neutral. One interpretation is that the retrieval of arousing context resulted in hippocampal activation. Alternatively, hippocampal activation might have caused a more vivid recollection, and as a result, participants may have inferred that the context had likely been arousing. People are usually more confident of their response when the memory is more vivid and rich (Yonelinas et al., 1996) and the activation of the hippocampus is often reported to be high when the memory is vivid (e.g., Addis et al., 2004; Dolcos et al., 2005) . Critically, we found increased hippocampal response when participants thought the sound was arousing compared to when they thought the sound was neutral, even though for both conditions we only included trials for which the picture memory was recognised with high confidence by the participants. Thus, the neural data seem to be mostly in line with the interpretation that greater anterior hippocampal activation was due to the arousing aspect of the memory that was retrieved, rather than due to the richness of the retrieved memory.
A point to mention is that the emotional context effect was found in the anterior part of the hippocampus, whereas the decrease in functional connectivity with time was found in the midhippocampus. Prior studies suggest a functional distinction between the anterior and posterior hippocampus (reviewed in Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Strange et al., 2014) . The anterior part is involved more in emotional aspects, whereas the posterior part responds more to spatial/item related memories. The consolidation trajectory may differ within the hippocampus depending on the functional role the subregions subserve.
Memory retrieval is not only about accurately re-instantiating the past. It has been suggested that each time a memory is retrieved, it is subjected to another round of encoding (Dudai, 2012; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997) . We found increased activity and functional connectivity with the hippocampus close to the junction of the amygdala when subjects responded to the context question as arousing, which may reflect reconstruction and modification of the retrieved episode rather than merely pure retrieval related processes. It is interesting to speculate that amygdala-hippocampal coupling during recognition of neutral content has a strengthening effect on the retrieved memory trace by re-encoding it as an emotionally laden memory. Recent studies showed that blocking noradrenergic functioning during reactivation of memories affected the re-encoding or retrieval process, abolishing a subsequent emotional memory enhancement (Kroes et al., 2010; Schwabe et al., 2013) . Since our observations were only partially within the amygdala structure, caution is warranted about the interpretation of cross-talk between the hippocampus and the amygdala for re-encoding of emotional contexts. Moreover, it is a challenge to dissociate brain responses that are retrieval related or re-encoding related during a recognition test. One study tried to dissociate the brain activation pattern for successful retrieval of emotional material from that of incidental encoding (Shafer and Dolcos, 2014) by having two retrieval tests, one testing the studied material (retrieval success), and another testing for the memory of the items used as lures during the first test (incidental encoding).Those authors report that the hippocampus and the parahippocampal structures were more involved in the retrieval of emotional memories, that is, the activation in these areas were high if the originally studied emotional material was recognised. The right amygdala, in contrast, was involved in both retrieval and encoding of the emotional stimulus, as this area showed heightened activation also for emotional lure items that were subsequently remembered. However, this study cannot differentiate re-encoding from retrieval, as activation pattern related to incidental encoding was observed for novel items. Future studies on memory of re-encoded material may give further insights in the neural processes that lead to changes in emotional memory retention. Nonetheless, our results provide an initial indication that emotional memories could evolve through retrieval of memories associated with an arousing context that may have consequences when recalled again at a later point in time.
Conclusion
Using a prospective memory paradigm associating neutral pictures to either an arousing or neutral sound context at encoding, we provide evidence that memory for neutral content can be affected by the arousing context and that the hippocampus is differentially involved depending on the retrieved context, exerting a heightened activation and functional connectivity with the areas processing the content if the retrieved context was arousing. These results reveal a critical role for arousal in governing memory flexibility over time and provide insight into the neural mechanisms underlying emotional memory consolidation and retrieval.
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Highlights
 Effect of arousing context on neutral content memory at different delays was tested  Confident content memory was associated more with arousing context at retrieval  Attributing arousing context to neutral content at retrieval activated hippocampus Figure 1 . Experimental procedure. General overview of the experimental procedure (A). On Day 1, participants were exposed to two runs of encoding 80 picture-sound associations presented once in each run. While explicitly instructed to remember the picture-sound association during the two encoding runs, participants made a choice between whether the picture contained a building or not in the first run, and whether the sound was arousing or not in the second run (B). The picture presentation lasted 3 s and overlapped 1 s with either the arousing or neutral sound that lasted 6 s. The encoding session was followed by a sound rating session, where all sounds used in the encoding session were rated on two axis (six point scale); arousal (arousing/non-arousing) and valence (pleasant/unpleasant). On Day 4, the same procedure as on Day 1 for encoding and sound rating took place, but with a new set of pictures. Subsequently, recognition of pictures and cued recall of associated sounds were tested in the functional magnetic resonance imaging scanner (C). Participants were presented with 240 pictures one at a time and were asked to respond whether the picture was present at either of the encoding sessions (old) or not (new), with three confidence levels. If participants responded with an "old" response, they were further prompted to recall the associated sound and give a response to whether this sound was arousing or not, also with three confidence levels each.
